With the best intention for the benefits of the marginalized people in India, Soochna Seva team is doing its best to leave no stone unturned in identifying the channels of information dissemination. With the completion of two workshops with the other 13 partners under the initiatives of European Union, there are gradual addition and generation of more and more ideas for the advancement of the project’s superlative implementation.

Soochna Seva is looking forward with immediate implementation of: Collective Web portal, Public schemes in IEC formats, Better implementation of Public entitlements using ICT tools, Wireless Connectivity at Guna centres.

Development of collective web portal of the 14 partners, the various desired features of which was discussed in the last workshop will help in the expansion of knowledge of each partner projects and information reach to the people. The database of important schemes available in the implementation area of the 14 partner projects will be available in the We Portal which will be developed by Digital empowerment Foundation.

Through Soochna Seva initiative the availability of public scheme information in both digital and non-digital medium with more emphasis on digital medium such as; Video, Audio, SMS, etc. will be available soon. Implementation of the project has started on ground, our on ground workers and fellows (Soochna Sevaks) has started reaching last mile to motivate people to open a bank account and to make the aware of the benefits of having bank accounts under the Jan Dhan Yojana where government is targeting a gigantic task of enrolling over 6.0 crore (75 million) households and to open bank accounts for unbanked people.

We are building our team and looking for project officer. We are also looking for interested stakeholders for Partners, and enthusiastic young fellows to work in our selected locations i.e. Guna (Madhya Pradesh), Tehri (Uttarakhand), Barmer (Rajasthan), West Champaran (Bihar), Ranchi (Jharkhand).

You can contact us through soochnaseva@defindia.net